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A colorful spin-off of the original tanabata
dominos, tanabata unicorn stars are now
available for little pastel rainbow fans
complete with their own iridescent pouch.
Popular for open-ended play and learning,
this versatile set of 100 wooden stars can
be used in a plethora of ways.
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bingo beads + cards

         
          
       

   
      
  

A cute bubble making kit. The rainbow-coloured soap bubbles,
fill up with dreams and float up into the air. A welcome alternative
to plastic bubble wands with a lovely little sweet-shaped dish.
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Limited Edition

A dreamy Hinoki wind-up boat that will
transport your little one's bath time to the
purifying forests of Japan. To set your "ofune"
to sail - first, wind the rotating knob on the top
of the boat. Then, place in the bath or small
pool and watch the Mama boat tug the baby
boat around and around in circles!

Water game - Try to get all the hoops
onto the spikes by pushing the buttons.
Comes in a carry-case;
pink / yellow / purple /blue!
*Purple and Blue: ETA Summer 2022

○△□ gakki

A Trio of Melodic Musical Instruments

A trio of percussion instruments. Three different
sounds for your child to enjoy. Each set consists
of a circular drum, a triangle that sounds like a
crow and a square with bells.

SUSHI
sushi party set

UFO
2022
new
c olor s!

A thrilling and exciting UFO balance game.
Comes with 50 fun-shaped aliens.
Try and line the aliens up on the wobbly UFO
without letting them fall!

mame ohagki
the bean collection

100 beans set. This is a set of wooden beans with a
small bowl and chopsticks. They can be used to play
by piling them up, lining them up (side by side), or
arranging them by colour. Comes with denim bean
shape bag to keep them tidy.

mamagoto

step to the world

Fun food set. Make your own bagel and
crack your own egg. Slice that fish, carrot
or cheese and make a rice ball.

Try to find the matching pairs of socks. The right socks have
national flags, country names and greetings in the original
language and script. The left socks are national flags with a
slightly different design. Help your child to learn with flags,
countries and greetings.

wooden memory game -AIR FRANCE edition-

make your own bagel!

Roll" those sleeves up for an EPIC sushi picnic
or party! Expand your little one's culinary
tastes and skills with this cute and hands-on
wooden sushi play set.

oekaki house
magic drawing board

Magic Drawing board. This beautiful magic board allows you to draw with the
magnet pen, erase and draw again endless times onto a 4 coloured background.
Pull the little cat or dog along to erase and use the circle, square or triangle
shaped magnets to enhance your drawing skills.

tsumiki

Wooden House Building Blocks

Wooden house building blocks. This timeless house shaped wooden block set has
beautiful soft colors and consists of 41 pieces. After playing to your fill you can
clean up just like fitting the pieces of a puzzle by following the dotted guidelines.

tsumiki school
School shape alphabet blocks

A block set in the form of a school. With alphabet blocks, numbers, symbols
and shapes. You can learn the time while playing with the hands of the school
clock. Cute features like parts of the school gate that make sounds when
you shake them. Also magnetic parts that stick to the school bus.

Designed
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in Japan
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